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THE HYDRODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MODIFIED RECTANGULAR FLAT PLATES HAVING 
ASPECT RATIOS OF 1.00,0.25, AND 0.125 AND OPERATING NEAR A FREE WATER SURFACE 1 
By K ENNETH L. WADLIN, JOHN A. RAMSEN, and VICTOR L. VAUGHAN, JR. 
S UMMAR Y 
An investigation has been conducted to determine the hydro-
dynamic jorces and moments acting on modified rectangular fiat 
plates with aspect ratios oj 1.00, 0.25, and 0 .125 mounted on a 
single strut and operating at several depths oj submersion. A 
simple method has been developed by modification oj Falkner's 
vortex-lattice theory which enables the prediction oj the lift 
characteristics in ur!separated flow at large depths. This 
method shows good agreement with experimen tal data jrom the 
present tests and with aerodynamic data at all angles investi -
gated for aspect ratios of 1.00 and 0.25 and at angles up to 16° 
jor aspect ratio 0.125. A bove 16° for aspect ratio 0 .125, the 
predicted lift proved too high. 
The experimental investigation indicated that decreasing the 
aspect ratio or depth oj submersion caused a decrease in the lift 
coefficient, drag coefficient, and lift-drag ratio. The center oj 
pressure moved ajt with decreasing aspect ratio and jorv;ard 
with decreasing depth oj submersion except jor the aspect-ratio-
0 .125 plate at angles oj attack above 8°. For these angle oj 
attack , the center oj pressure moved ajt with decreasing depth 
oj submersion. 
Cavitation at the leading edge caused a gradual decrease in 
lift coefficient and a gradual increase in drag coefficient with 
little change in moment coefficient. 
Two types oj leading-edge separation at high angles oj attack 
were encountered. One type, called "white water" and jound 
only jor the aspect-ratio-l.00 surjace, caused a slight decrea e 
in the lift and moment coefficients and a slight increa e in the 
drag coefficient. The other type , called the "planing bubble" 
and found jor all three surjace , cau ed a harp drop in the 
lijt, drag, and moment coefficients primarily because oj the loss 
oj upper surface lift. The ventilation boundaries defining the 
start oj the high-angle separation moved to highe1' speeds and 
higher angles as the a pect ratio was decrea ed. 
INTRODUCTION 
Interest has recently been shown in obtaining information 
on the force and moment characteri tic of low-a pect-ratio 
lifting surfaces operating beneath the free waLer surface. In 
this connection, theoretical and experimental invest igations 
have been undertaken by the National Advisory Committee 
for Aeronautics to determine methods of predicting the 
hydrodynamic characteristics of such surfaces and the effect 
produced on these characteristics by the proximity of the 
free water surface . 
The problem resolves itself into two parts: first, the 
determination of the characteristics at depths great enough 
so that effects of the free surface may be neglected, and 
second, the determination of the changes in the characteris-
tics which occur as the free surface is approached. The first 
part is essentially the same as the determination of the 
aerodynamic characteristics of a wing in an infinite incom-
pressible medium. Therefore, with proper consideration of 
the Reynolds number, the large amount of aerodynamic 
theory and experimental data available for ]ow-aspect-ratio 
lifting surfaces should be applicable in this case. ome of 
the aerodynamic theories and experimental data relating to 
low-aspect-ratio wings have been summarized in reference 1. 
In addition, the NACA has recently conducted investiga-
tions of a rectangular flat-plat wing of aspect ratio 0.25 
(ref. 2) and of rectangular symmetrical wings of a pect 
ratios 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 (ref. 3). The second part of the 
problem, which is the determination of the effects of the 
proximity of the free water surface, r epre ents the difference 
between the hydrodynamic and aerodynamic ca e. In a 
confined space such as a towing tank, two additional effects 
mu t be consider~d , namely, the effect of the finite depth 
(which limit the peed of wave propagation ) and the effect 
of the rigid side wall and bottom. 
The purpo e of thi report i to pre ent the h,Hlrodynamic 
chara t ri tics of some low-a peet-ratio urfaces. Experi-
mental data have been obtained in Langley tank no. 2 by 
using modifiecl flat-plate surfaces with a pect ratios of 1.00, 
0.25, and 0.125 mounted on a ingle trut and operating at 
various depth of submer ion . A simple modification 
introducing nonlinearity to exi ting aerodynamic theory has 
been dev lopa 1 in an attempt to provide a theory which will 
gi e rea onable agreemen with the lift at great depth and 
also b amenablC' to po ibl modification with the method of 
imao-e in order to include the effect. of the free water surface. 
I. upcrscdcs NACA TN 3079, 19.14, by Kenneth L . Wad lin, John A. Ramsen, and ictor L. Vaughan, Jr., and T~ 3249, 1954, by John A. Ramscn and Victor L. Vaughan. Jr. 
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Oomparisons between the experimental data at the large 
depths and this modified theory as well as comparisons with 
other exis ting aerodynamic theories are presented. 
A description of several flow phenomena peculiar to this 
investigation is also presented together with the effects of 
these flow changes on the hydrodynamic characteristics. 
The comparison with the theory mentioned previously is not 
valid where the flow changes occurred and therefore is not 
made for these regions. 
A 
ao, aI, 
bo, bl , 
co, el, 
b 
SYMBOLS 
.' i:p}':n:::~ . coefficients m vo, ticity di'''ibu-
. Cn tLOn sen s 
span of lifting surface, ft 
drag coefficient, 1 D 
"2 pT1 2S 
CL lift coefficient, 1 L 
"2 P T1 2S 
em pitching-moment coefficien t abou t trailing edge, 
M 
~ pT1 2Sc 
C chord of lifting surface, ft 
D drag, lb 
F position factor relating downwash control poin t 
to vortex, It-I 
Fe nondimen ional position factor relating down-
wash control point to vorte.lC, Fe 
L lift, lb 
M pi tching momen t about the trailing edge, ft-Ib 
S area of lif ting surface, sq ft 
17 forward speed, ft/sec 
w downwa h velocity, ft/sec 
x, y coordinate along the lifting surface, It 
x', y', z' coordinates of downwash control point relative 
to vortex, ft 
a angle of attack, deg 
r circulation, W/sec 
'Y vorticity, ft/sec 
7J dimensionless lateral coordinate, 2y/b 
() dimensionless longitudinal coordinate, cos- 1 2x 
e 
p density, slugs/cu ft 
The subscript 6 denotes a depth of submersion of 6 inches. 
~2.6 -l 
Di stance fram Pl j}-te 
trail ing edge 45 1 182 
percent of plate . 
length 
.··NACA 66,- 0 12 sect ion 
••• 2: I el !ipse-•. 
.I 88-t.L 1~I=OO~=IO=O=*lo-::¢::=~=~=/==t:: =='~'" Side .views 
20 .0 
(4 .14 
f-- 7.07 ---1 
- -
.J----------r----3:J~1 I I Tl~' ! 5_ I 1 I 'l -- .--1 
-:-Tap vIews 
Fl(1URE I.-Details of the model . (Dimensions are ill inch('s. ) 
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MODELS, APPARATUS, AND PROCEDURE 
The models used were modified rectangular flat-plate 
surfaces with aspect ratios of 1.00, 0.25, and 0.125 mounted 
on a single strut. In order to keep the effects of the finite 
thickness as small as possible, the leading edges of the plates 
were rounded to a 2:1 ellipse and the afterportions of the 
plates were symmetrically beveled so that the included angle 
at the trailing edge was 10°. A drawing of the models is 
shown in figure 1. 
The strut, which can also be seen in figure 1, had an 
NACA 661-012 airfoil section and was mounted so that the 
station 1.182 inches back of the leading edge of the strut 
,,-as a distance equiva.lent to 45 percent of the lifting sw'face 
length forward of the trailing edge of the surface. The 
strut was mounted perpendicular to the plates and inter-
sected the upper surfaces without fill ets. Both the plates 
and the strut were made of stainless steel and were polished 
to a smooth finish. 
Tests were made by using the La.ngley tank no. 2 carriage 
and strain-gage balances which independently measured the 
lift, drag, and pitching moment. The pitching moment was 
measured about an arbitrary point above the model and the 
data thus obtained were used to calculate the moments 
about the trailing edge at the centerline. 
All tests were run with a wind screen which reduced aero-
dynamic tares and aerodynamic effects on flow patterns to 
negligible values. Before each run measurements were 
taken in the "at rest" condition with the model submerged 
and the values obtained were subtracted from the data 
obtained during the run; thus, the model buoyancy and 
strut buoyancy were not included in the data. The drag 
of the model included the hydrodynamic drag of the strut. 
The force measurements were made at constant speeds for 
fixed angles of attack and depths of submersion. The 
depth of submersion is defined as the distance from the 
undisturbed water surface to the point on the mod el closest 
to the surface. 
Tests were run at four depths of submersion (0.5 inch, 1.0 
inch, 3.0 inches, and 6.0 inches) over a range of angle of 
attack from 0° to 20°. The range of speed covered at each 
angle of attack and depth of submersion was determined by 
the capacities of the balances. 
The change in angle of attack due to structural deflection 
caused by the forces on the model was obtained during the 
calibration of the balances and the test data were adj usted 
accordingly. The depth of submersion was adjusted during 
each run to keep variations in this parameter to a minimum. 
The estimated accuracy of the measurements is as follows: 
Angle of attack, deg ____ __ _______________________________ ± O. 1 
Depth of submersion, in _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _ ___ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ ___ _ ± O. 05 
Speed, ft /sec___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ ___ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ ± o. 2 
Lift, lb ___ ________ ______________ _______________________ ± 0.25 
Drag, lb __ _____ _______________ • ________________________ ± 0.10 
Pitching moment, ft-lb ____ ______________________________ ± 0.5 
The forces and moments were converted to the usual aero-
dynamic coefficient form by using measured values of the 
density. For the tests of the surfaces having aspect ratios 
of l.00 and 0.25 the measlll'ed density was 1.970 slugs per 
cubic foot. For the aspect-ratio-0.125 tests the measured 
density was 1.968 slugs per cubic foo t . The corresponding 
kinematic viscosities were 1.62 X 10-5 ft2/sec and 1.42 X 10-5 
ft2 /sec, respectively. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
GENERAL FORCE DATA 
The data obtained are presented in figures 2 to 10 as plots 
of lift, drag, and pitching moment about the trailing edge 
as functions of the angle of attack with speed as a parameter. 
The data are presented for all three aspect ratios at each of 
the four depth investigated. 
Discontinuities in the drag curves at low angles of attack 
may be seen for all three aspect ratios at all foul' depths. 
The flow changes which cause these discontinuitics were not 
vi ible during the running of the tests. At the high angles 
of attack and shallow depths, the discontinuities in lift, drag, 
and pitching-moment curves are due to the presence of 
leading-edge separation. These effects are discussed ill the 
following section. 
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FIGURE 3.-Continued. 
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V= 30 fps V=40 f ps V=50 f ps 
V= 54 fps V= 62 fps V=70 f ps L- 82091 
FWURE ll.-Sequence photographs of a t ypical run showing t he formation of cavitation for t he a pect-ratio-0.25 flat plate. (An gle of attack, 
2°; dep th of submersion, 0.5 inch.) 
VISIBLE FLOW CHAN G ES AN D T HEIR E FFECTS 
Cavitation .-Cavitation a t th e leading edge occurred at 
high speeds for all three aspect ratios for all depths. Se-
quence photographs of a typical run showing th e formation 
of cavita tion are presen ted in figure 11. At a speed of 30 
feet pel' second no cavitation has occurred and the bright 
area a t th e leading edge in this instance is merely a reflec-
tion caused by the ligh ting used. Al though it cannot readi ly 
be seen in this figure, a sligh t widening of the brigh t area at 
40 feet per second indicated the beginning of cavitation . 
The bright area is noticeably wider at 54 feet per second ; 
at 62 feet per second, an area becomes evident a t the ends of 
the leading edge wh ere the cavitation is not so strong as in 
the middle por tion of the cavitation region . T his resul t in-
dicates that the low pressure in this area has been relieved 
somewhat. This area of pr essure relief is still more in evi-
dence at 70 feet per second. T he area of pressure relief 
may have existed from the start of th e cavita tion but was 
so small as t') be unnoticeable before a speed of 62 feet per 
seco nd was reached. 
The angle of attack designated in this figure and in all 
other sequence photographs to follow is the angle of attack 
for th e model a t rest. Since the angle of attack changes 
with speed because of struct ural deflections, the photographs 
do no t correspond exactly to a constant angle of a t tack. 
The high speeds necessary for the inception of cavitation 
were reached only at very low angles of attack ; therefore, 
the results of cavitation are not readily evident in t,he data 
plots. 
Figure 12 shows a plo t of lift coeffi cien t CL , drag coefficient 
CD, and pitching-moment coeffi cient Cm against speed at the 
same condition shown in figure 11. The coeffi cients seemed 
to be a t a fairly constan t value when the cavitation started. 
As the speed increased the cavitation b ecame more severe 
and caused the lift coefficien t to decrease and th e drag co-
effi cient to increase. (The fact that the lift coefficient and 
.0 12 
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F I GU RE 12.-Effect of t he formation of cavitation on t he force a nd 
moment characteristics for t he aspect-rat io-0.25 flat pla te. (Angle 
of attack, 2°; dep th of ubmersion, 0.5 inch.) 
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drag coefficient coincide at speeds before the inception of 
cavitation is a coincidence peculiar only to the angle of at-
tack illustrated. ) The pitching-moment coefficient showed 
only a slight change with increasing speed after the start of 
cavitation. The effects of cavitation were similar for all 
three aspect ratios. 
Ventilation.-For all three models at the higher angles of 
attack and the shallower depths, air was observed to enter 
the trailing vortices aft of the model. As the speed was in-
creased the entrained air proceeded forward along a helical 
path inside the vortice until it reached the model when 
separation took place. The process is shown schematically 
in figure 13 in which the operation takes the form of a 
"planing bubble," an air bubble surrounded by a thin film 
of water in such a manner that no water touches the upper 
surface of the model. 
For the aspect-ratio-1.00 model at a depth of 1 inch, the 
same process resulted in the formation of "white water," a 
foamy mixture of air and water which completely covered 
the upper surface of the model. This effect may be seen in 
the sequence photographs of figure 14. The helical air-
stream within the vortices is visible in the photograph taken 
at 10 feet per second whereas the white water is visible at 
12.5 feet per second. When the speed was increased suffi-
cien tly, the white water changed to the planing bubble. 
The effect of the formation of the white water on the force 
and moment characteristics is shown in figure 15. The lift 
coefficient increased until the formation of the white water, 
after which it decreased slightly and then leveled off. At 
angles of attack for which no white water formed, the lift 
coefficient increased up to approximately the speed at which 
the formation of the white water occurred at the higher 
angles of attack and then leveled off. Therefore, the prin-
cipal change in lift coefficient introduced by the formation 
of the white water is the slight decrease after its formation. 
At rest V=4 fps 
(4) ------- -\---+- -11--0" __ _ 
Side view Front view 
at 025 chord 
FIG U RE l3.-Schematic drawing depicting development of ventilation. 
V=6 fps 
V=8 fps V= 10 fps V=12.5 fps L-82092 
FI( : RE H.- Sequence photographs of a typical rUIl showing the formation of" hite "atpr for thr ·R8pl'ct.-mtio-1.00 flat. plat.l'. (AllgIl' of lIt.tllck, 
16°; depth of submersion , 1.0 inch.) 
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FI G t:RE 15.-EfTect of the formation of white water on the force and 
moment characteri tics of the a pect-ratio-1.00 fiat plate. (Angle 
of attack, 16°; depth of submer ion, 1.0 inch.) 
The drag coefficient remained more or less constant at the 
lower speeds, increased with the formation of the white 
water, and remained constant thereafter. At angles of at-
tack for which no white water occurred, no such drag rise 
was encountered. The pitching-momen t coefficient in-
creased at the lower speeds, decreased sharply wi th the for-
mation of the white water, and then began to increase again . 
o sharp decrease was encountered at angles where no white 
water occurred . 
For the aspect-ratio-l.OO model at O.S-inch depth, the 
separation took either of the two forms: the white water de-
scribed previously or the planing bubble which is shown in 
figure 16. The helical entrained airstreams may be seen 
advancing within the vortices at speeds of 12 and 13 fee t per 
second whereas at a speed of 15 feet per second the planing 
bubble has been formed. The model is, in effect, planing 
under the bub ble since no water touches the upper surface. 
The corresponding force and pitching-moment characteris-
tics are shown in figure 17. All three coefficients increase at 
the low speeds and then decrease sharply with the formation 
of the planing bubble, primarily because of the loss of all 
upper-surface lift. The decrease in lift coefficient is of the 
order of that to be expected for the transition from the sub-
merged to the planing stage. 
The ventilation boundaries for the aspect-ratio-1.00 sur-
face at O.5-inch depth are presented in figure 18 as a plot of 
angle of attack against speed. The present tests were run 
at constant angles of attack while increasing the speed; thi 
procedure corresponds to moving from left to right along 
horizontal lines in this figure. Below 11.5 0 no separation 
was found. Along the line of planing-bubble inception des-
ignated A, the planing bubble was the only type of separation 
encountered. At angles above 12 0 the line of white-wat er 
inception was first encountered but as the speed was further 
increased the type of separation changed from til(:' \Vh i te 
V=5 f ps V= 10 fps V=12 fps 
V=1 3 f ps V=15 fps V=25 fps L- S2093 
FIGURE 16.-Sequence photog raph of a typical r un showing tlw formation of tIll' plllning bubble for till' :l8jll'l't-1':I\ io-1.00 Hat pilih'. (An!(ll' of 
nttnck, 12°; depth of subllll'rsioll, 0.5 illl'h.l 
I 
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water to the planing bubble as the line of secondary planing-
bubble inception designated B was reached. The same type 
of planing bubble was obtained by crossing either line A or R. 
The difference in designation was adopted to indicate that in 
the case of line R the planing bubble was preceded by white 
water. 
The tests indicated that, after the bubble was established, 
its persistence was very strong. Even in the case of the 
planing bubble following the white water, there was no 
tendency for the bubble to collapse or revert to the white 
water as the speed was decreased almost to standstill. If the 
speed were held cons tan t and the angle of attack increased, 
which corresponds to proceeding upward along vertical lines 
in the figures, white water would occur only at speeds below 
about 13 feet per second when the white-water inception line 
was crossed. At speeds above 13 feet per second the planing: 
.30 
I. I ~'-'Pl an lng bubble arms 
.20 I 
~e 
'0 
c 
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~ 
<J em I~-----------------------~ 
.10 t-- em 
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~~_L _____________________ ,~ 
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FH; t;RE 17.-Effect of the formation of the planing bubble on the force 
and moment characteristic of the a rect-ratio-l.OO flat plate. (Angle 
of attack, 120 ; depth of submer ion , 0.5 inch.) 
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FI/:t; RE 18.- Ventilation boundaries for the aspect-ratio- l.OO plate at 
a depth of submersion of 0.5 inch. 
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FIGURE 19.-Ventilation boundaries for the low-aspect-ratio flat plates 
at a depth of 0.5 inch. 
bubble would occur as soon as the planing-bubble inception 
line A was crossed and would not change to white water with 
further increase in the angle of attack. 
For the plates having aspect ratios of 0.25 and 0.125 th e 
coefficients decreased gradually with increasing speed un til 
the ventilation occurred, in contrast to the increase found for 
the aspect-ratio-1.00 plate. The white-water type of separa-
tion which occurred for the aspect-ratio-1.00 plate did not 
occur for either of the plates having lower aspect ratios for 
any combination of speed and angle tested. Instead the 
separation always took the form of a planing bubble with the 
effects on the characteristics being similar to those describ ed 
previously for the aspect-ratio-l.OO surface. 
The ventilation boundaries for the three surfaces at a 
depth of 0.5 inch are compared in figure 19. The boundaries 
are similar in shape but are displaced to higher speeds and 
higher angles of attack with decreasing a pect ratio. 
EFFECTS OF ASPECT RATIO A D DEPTH OF SUBMERSION IN THE REGION 
OF UNDISTURBED FLOW 
The effect of aspect ratio on the lift and drag character-
istics at a depth of 6.0 inches is shown in figure 20. At this 
depth, preliminary computations indicated that the effect of 
the free surface would be small . The curves of lift coefficient 
against angle of attack show the nonlinearity common to 
low-aspect-ratio surfaces. This nonlinearity increased and 
the lift coefficient for ~ given-.angle.of..atta-ck decreased with 
decreasing aspect ratio . 
The curves of drag coefficient against lift coefficient indi-
cate a slight decrease in drag coefficient for a given lift co-
efficient with increasing speed (Reynolds number) and a 
much greater decrease with the increase in aspect ratio. 
The lift-drag polars for the surfaces having aspect ratios of 
l.00 and 0.125 are presented only for a speed of 10 feet per 
second since the trends with aspect ratio are the same at 
other speeds. The lift-drag ratios increase with increasing 
aspect ratio except for the very low lift-coefficient range 
where the drag discontinuity noted on the data plots ap-
parently has a greater effect for the surfaces having aspect 
ratios of 0.25 and 0.125; thus, the lift-drag ratios for these 
surfaces become greater than those for the a pect-ratio-l.OO 
surface. 
The effect of changing the depth of submersion on lift 
coefficient for the three aspect ratios is shown in figure 21. 
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FIGURE 20.-T he lift and drag characteristic of the lo\\'-aspect-ratio flat plates at a depth of 6.0 inche . 
Values of the ratio of the lift coefficient at a given depth to 
the lift coefficient at a depth of 6 inches CL/GL6 are plotted 
against angle of attack with depth of submersion as the 
parameter in figure 21 (a) and against depth of submersion 
for an angle of attack of 12° in figure 21 (b). The lift co-
effici ent decreased as the free surface was approached, the 
decrement in lift coefficient becoming less as the aspect 
ratio was reduced. The reduction in the decrement of lift 
coefficient in a change from an aspect ratio of 0.25 to an 
aspect ratio of 0.125 was considerably greater than that 
found in a change from an aspect ratio of 1.00 to an aspect 
ratio of 0.25. The loss in lift was greatest at the lower angles 
of attack for all three aspect ratios at all depth . The decre-
ment in lift coefficien t was considerably reduced as the angle 
of attack was increased to 12°, at which point it reached 
a minimum value and changed only sligh tly with further 
increase in the angle of attack. A large part of the change 
at the lower angles of attack may be explained by recalling 
that the depth of submer ion was measm ed near th e leading 
edge. Thus, as the angle of attack was decreased for a 
given depth of submer ion, the average depth of the plate 
decreased. 
The effect of changing the d pth of ubmers,jon on the 
drag coefficient is shown in figure 22 to be similar to he 
effect on the lift coeffi cien t . Like the lift coefficient, the 
drag coefficient decreased as the model approached the 
water surface as would be expected becau e the induced 
drag coefficient, which is especially important at these low 
aspect ratios, is a function of the lif t coefficient. The reduc-
tion in decrement in drag coefficient in a change from aspect 
ratio 0.25 to aspect ratio 0.125 was about the same as that 
obtained in a change from aspect ratio 1.00 to aspec t 
ratio 0.25. 
ince the- dec rea e in drag coefficient was less than the 
decrease in lift coefficient, the lift-drag ratios for all three 
aspect ratios decreased as the models approached the free 
water surface. At the depths investigated, the strut drag 
wa small in relation to the total drag. I t might be well to 
point out, however, that, as the depth increa es, the trut 
drag naturally increases also; thus, at some depth, the lift-
drag ra tio will start to decrease with increasing depth. 
The curves of bo th lift- and drag-coefficient ratios against 
depth seem to approach the value at a depth of 6.0 inches 
more or less asymptotically; this fact indicates that at the 
6.0-inch depth the surface effect may be considered negligible. 
The location of the center of pressure as a function of the 
angle of attack with depth of submersion as a parameter 
is shown in figme 23 for all three smfaces. In general, the 
center of pressure moved forward with decreasing angle of 
attack and increasing aspect ratio for all three aspect ratios. 
Changing the angle of attack had a much greater effect at 
the lower angles of attack, the apparent center of pressure 
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FIGliRE 21.-The variation of the lift characteri tics due to changing 
depth of ubmer ion. 
even occurring forward of the leading edge at the lowest 
angles of attack at 0.5- and 1.0-inch depths . This effect 
indicates an increase in negative pressure on the upper surface 
near the leading edge as the water surface is approached or 
the presence of a suction force over the aft portion of the 
bottom of the model at low angles of attack or both. 
For the surfaces having aspect ratios of 1.00 and 0.25, the 
center of pressure moved forward with decreasing depth of 
submersion for all angles of attack. For the aspect-ratio-
0.125 model this trend held true only at angles below 8°; 
above 8°, the center of pre ure moved aft with decreasing 
depth of submersion . 
At the higher angles of attack for all three models the 
center of prcssure seems to be approaching a point about 
% chord forward of the trailing edge. For the aspe t-ratio-
l.00 model , rearward movement of the centcr of pressure 
occulTed at the low angles for depths of 3.0 and 6.0 inches. 
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FIG U RE 22.-The variation of the drag characteristics due to changing 
depth of submer ion . 
THEORY AND COMPARISON WITH EXP ERIMENT 
GE ERAL 
A theory was desi.red which would provide for the deter-
mination of the lift at large depths and would be amenable 
to possible modification by the method of imagps to account 
for the effects of the free water surface. . 
Bollay (ref. 4) and Weinig (ref. 5) have develop('d aero-
dynamic theories to apply to low-a p('ct -ratio sll l'facl's . 
F lax and Lawrence (ref. 1), in addition to r('vit'wing thest' 
and other low-aspect-ratio theOl'ip , havp prpsl'llted a l'mi-
empirical approach of thpir own. Tht'st, tlwories , howt'vt'l' , 
do no t offer themselves readil)' to modification by the 
method of images so an analysis was made to d('vise a mo!"p 
easily adaptable theory. 
The method of FalkDl'r (I'd. 6), which i basl'd Oil lilll'ltr 
pot('ntial-Ao\\' thpOl',\', Ita bN'll fOllnd to apply to n widt' 
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range of plan forms at high aspect ra tio . The lifting surface 
in this method is replaced by a system of horseshoe vortices 
distributed both spanwise and chordwise and the method 
would lend itself to application of the method of images. 
Falkner's method was therefore modified to apply to low-
aspect-ratio surfaces by introducing nonlinearity and some 
simplifications were introduced which apply to the pre ent 
case. This modification is presented in the appendix of 
this report. 
CORRECTIONS TO EXPERI ME TA L DATA 
In order to obtain an exact comparison between the data 
obtained in the present tests and the theories mentioned in 
the previous section, the tares and interferences would have 
to be eliminated. Their effect on the lift was expected to be 
small , however, so that comparisons with the data as obtained 
were deemed to be valid . 
The finite water depth ha an effect on the lift oefficient 
ince it impo es a limitation on the peed of, ave propaga-
tion. Previous experience indicates that the corrections 
- --- --- -
necessary to account for this effect for the low aspect ratios 
under consideration may be assumed to be negligible . Com-
putations were made to determine the effects of the solid 
boundaries by using an appropriate array of image . This 
method is a standard technique used in wind-tunnel work. 
(For example, see ref . 7.) Because of the small ize of the 
models relative to the tank diinensions, these computations 
indicate that the effects of the solid boundaries may al 0 be 
considered negligible. 
COMPARISO WITH EXPERIMENT 
A pointed out in the previous sections, the free boundar.,-
effect of the water surface were negligible at a depth of 6.0 
inches. For this reason, a comparison of the lift character-
istics at a depth of 6.0 inches from the present test with wind-
tunnel data and theoretical results from reference 1 to 6 is 
presented in figure 24. The results of Falkner's lineal' theory 
(ref. 6) were obtained by using two vortices spanwise u,ncl 
three vortices chordwise for the half-wing. 
The comparison for the a pect-ratio-l.OO surfa ce is pre-
sented in figure 24 (a). The present data sho"- excellent 
agreement with the experimental re ults of reference 3. The 
value predicted by the linear theory of Falkner are lower 
thun the data but how reasonable agreement at the low 
:1ngles. Bollay's theory (ref. 4) , on the other hand, predict 
values much higher than the data for all angles. Th e 
theory of Flax and Lawrence (ref. 1) gives goou agreement 
at the lower angles but gives results which are consider-
ably higher than the data at the higher angles. The theo l' ies 
of Weinig (ref. 5) and the present report show excellent agree-
ment with the data, the theory of the present report being 
slightly superior at the higher angles. Figure 24 (b) shows 
the comparison for the aspect-ratio-O.25 surface. The experi-
mental results given in reference 2 are generally lower than 
those of the present tests but agreement is still reasonable. 
The predictions of Falkner's linear theory are much lower 
than the experimental results at all angles but are nevert heless 
fai.r approximations for small angles. The theory of Bollay 
does not seem to have the general characteristics ind icated 
by the data and predicts too high a lift coefficient for most 
of the range of angles covered. Weinig's method predicts 
values that are generally lower than the test points ,d lCl'eaS 
the best agreement is provided by the theory of Flax Ilnd 
Lawrence and the m ethod given in the present report. F igure 
24 (c) shows the comparison for the aspect-ratio-0.125 sur-
face. Comparable wind-tunnel data for this aspect I'll t io \\' (' re 
not available so that only comparisons with theOl·.'- Il l'P pre-
ented. The values predicted by Falkner's lineal' tileol'." an' 
much lower than the experimental values for all l111glt's of 
attack and represent onl.Y a fa ir approximation eyell fo l' tilt' 
very low angles. The nonlinear them'ie of W' einig filld F In x 
and Lawrence predict values which fire al 0 low when (,O lll-
pared with the data btl L they represen t a considernbl~' lwt t PI' 
approximation than the lineal' them'.,' , T he mel hod g- i n'1l 
in the present l'eporL is in somewhat, closer agl'('elllen I \\·i t h 
the data of this investigation ('x('ept at the vpry high H.nglp::; 
where this method pH'dicts values eonsid(,l'fi,bly in ex('Pss of 
tho e actually achiev('d. The theory of Bolla~' (rl'f. 4) show ' 
excellent agreement ovel' the entire l'Illlg(' of angles of It! t.nc k 
of these Lests. 
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On an overall basis, then, the comparison indicaLes that 
the Bollay theory while very accurate for aspect, ratio 0.125 
departs more and more from the data as the aspect ratio is 
increased . On the other hand, the linear theory which is 
inacc urate for all tIu'ee aspect ratios approaches the data 
more closely as the aspect ratio is increased. The theories of 
Flax and Lawrence, Weinig, and the present report show 
reasonable agreement for all three aspect ratios, the pre ent 
throry being slightly more accurate on an overall basis. The 
Flax and Lawrence theory gives only fair agreement at the 
higher a ngles of attack for the aspect-ratio-l.OO surface while 
th(' Weinig theory gives only fair agreement at the lligher 
angl('s of attack for the aspect-ratio-0.25 surface and both 
giv(' only fair agreement for the aspect-ratio-0.125 surface. 
The present theory gives excellent agreement for il,spect 
ratios of 1.00 and 0.25 for the enti.re range of angle of attack 
investigated and reasonable agreement for an aspect ratio of 
0.125 up to an angle of attack of 16°. The present theon-
appears also to offer possibilities of modification to includ"e 
the effects of proximit,- of the free water surface by the 
method of images. . . 
CONCLUSIONS 
A simple method has been developed by modification of 
Falkner's vortex-lattice theory to predict the lift character-
istics for unseparated flow at large depths. This method 
shows good agreement with data from tarue tests and wind-
tunnel tests for aspect ra tios of l.00 and 0.25 at all auo-les 
investigated and for aspect ra tio 0.125 at angles below 16° . 
At angles above 16° for the plate of aspect ratio 0.125, the 
predicted lift was higher than the experimenLal lift. 
An experimental investigation of the hydrod~-nami c forces 
and moments acting on modified rectangular flat plates 
having aspect ratios of 1.00, 0.25, and 0.125 mounted on a 
single strut and operating at several depth of submersion 
indicated that: 
Decreasing the aspect ratio for a given angle of attack 
and depth of submersion decreased the lift coefficien t, the 
drag coefficient, and the lift-drag ratio and caused a rear-
ward movement of the center of pressure . 
Decreasing the depth of submersion for a given aspect 
ratio and angle of attack decreased the lift coefficien I , drag 
coefficient, and lift-drag ratio. The center of pressure 
moved forward with decreasing depth of submersion for all 
angles of attack for the plates having aspect ratios of 1.00 
and 0.25 and for angles of attack below 8° for the a pect-
ratio-0 .125 plate. For angles of attack above 8°, the center 
of pressure for the a pect-ratio-0.125 plate moyed aft \\-it h 
decreasing depth of ubmersion. 
Cavitation at the leading edge caused a gradual decrease 
in lift coefficient, a gradual increase in drag coefficient, and 
little change in pitching-moment coefficient. 
A type of separation at the leading edge at high angles of 
attack called "white water" and found only for the aspect-
ratio-l.OO surface caused a slight decrease in lift coefficient 
and pitching-moment coefficient and a slight increase in the 
drag coefficien t. 
Another type of separation at the leading edge at high 
angles of attack called the "planing bubble" and foun d for 
all three a pect ratios caused a sharp decrease in lift , drag, 
and pitching-moment coefficients primarily because of loss 
of upper-surface lift. 
The ventilation boundaries defining the start of the separa-
tion occurring at high angles of attack moved to higher 
peeds and higher angles of attack as the aspect ratio was 
decreased. 
LANOLEY AERONAVTICAL LABORATORY, 
XATIONAL ADVISORY Co 1MITTEE FOR AEHONA1JTICS, 
LA'T OLEY FIELD, VA. , J anuary 19, 1954. 
APPENDIX 
MODIFICATION OF FALKNER 'S THEORY 
The vorticity distribution in the Falkner method is 
expressed by the double series 
4b V tan a -- [ e . 
"(= C 1- '1l cot "2 (ao+al 11+~ 112+ ... )+sm e(bo+ 
bl11+ b2112+ . . . )+sin 2e (Co+CI11+ C2172+ . . . )+ .. .J (1) 
where 
cose=~ 
c/2 
The variables appearing in equation (1) are defined in figure 
25 . 
FIGURE 25.-D efinitions of variables used in equation ( 1) . 
For the symmetrical ca e uch as the presen t one , the odd 
powers of 11 vanish. The circulation is expressed by 
JC/ 2 r= 'Ydx -c / 2 
whi ch now becomes 
4bV tan ex '--2 [ 2 j C/2 e r , 1-11 (ao+~ 11 + .. . ) cot - dx+ 
C -c/2 2 
j CI 2 (bo+ b2112+ ... ) in e dx+ 
-c/2 
J' C/ 2 ] (co+C~ 112+ . .. ) sin 2e dx+ ... -c12 (2) 
But 
so that 
d (D=-~ sin e de 
and 
('ot ~= 1 ~cos e 
2 sin e 
4 ' 
Therrfore, 
Similarl~', 
and 
where 11> 1. 
cot - dx=c cot - d -j
C
I2 e j l/2 e (X) 
-</2 2 -1 / 2 ' 2 C 
Cf o 
= - - (1+ cos e) de 2 .. 
J' /2. 71'0 smedx=--e /2 4 
j C/ 2 sin ne dx=O 
-c/ 2 
T herefore, 
r = 4b 1\ 1-112 tan ex [i (ao+ a211 2+ .. ')+i (bo+ b2112+ ... ) ] 
(3) 
Xow, 
Jbl 2 L = pFr dy -bi Z 
and 
J' bl Z P l ' r b JI CL = -- dy=- r d11 -b12 E- I 'Z VS_ I 
2 
H ence, 
i (bo+ b~11z+ . . . ) ] d11 
rL=~;?:: tan ex J~l ,11 - 112 [( ao+~)+( ~+ ~) 112+ .. -J cl1'/ 
The eyaluation of the unknowns an, bn, and 0 for th is 
accompli shed a follows: 
(1) The vorticity is concentrated into an appropriate 
number of hoI' e hoe vortices distributed chordwi e and 
panwi e and expressed in term of equation (1) . 
(2) At a number of ontrol point , th e downwash due to 
all the vorLice a found from the Biot- aval't law i summed. 
(3) The down wash anglf' lhu de term ined at each control 
point i equatcd to th c local lope of the wing at that co ntl'ol 
point. 
(4) The I'C ulting cquation al'e olved imul taneousl~' fo r 
an,. bn , and 0 forth . 
The rcsults obtained b~' the met hod used t hus far a l'c 
appli cable to any wing shape 01' aspect raLio by choosing the 
I 
l ; 
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proper vortex-lattice distribution . Because of the particular 
models being considered in the present report, several 
simplifying assumptions were introduced. 
Because of the low aspect ratios under investigation, the 
assumption is made that the vortices are concentrated so that 
spanwise only one vortex occurs whose center is at the plane 
of symmetry. The use of a single vortex means that the 
terms representing the spanwise distribution may be reduced 
to one at each chord wise location. This assumption reduces 
equation (1) to 
4b V tan a ~ [ O+b' + . 2 + ] 
'Y c -y1-7] aocot'2 osmO cosm 0 .,. (5) 
The cot ~ term applies for the straight-line airfoil and the 
sin nO terms are in effect corrective terms for deviations from 
the straight line. In order to simplify the equation further , 
o 
the surfaces are assumed to be represented by the cot'2 term 
only ; this assumption means that the surfaces are now repre-
sented by one horseshoe vortex. The final equation for the 
vortici ty therefore is 
4bVtan a 2 0 
'Y C 1-1] aocot '2 (6) 
In a manner similar to that used in obtaining equation (3), 
the circulation is obtained as 
r= 4b V tan a ~1 7]2 ao 7rC 
C 2 
or 
(7) 
According to Glauert (ref . 8), the downwash produced by a 
simple horseshoe vortex may be expressed by 
r 
w=- F 47r (8) 
where F is a position factor which is governed by the relative 
location of the horseshoe vortex and the point at which the 
downwash is computed. Combining equation (7) and (8) 
and setting 7]=0, since the vortex is centered at the plane of 
symmetry, gives 
w aobFtan a 
V= 2 (9) 
Equating this relation to the local slope of the plate, which 
is tan a, yields 
or in non dimensional form 
where 
and 
b A.= -
c 
(10) 
By applying the m ethods used in obtaining equaLion (4), 
the following equation results: 
Substituting equation (7) into this equation yields 
or 
(11) 
Sub tituting equation (10) into equatioll (11) and using 
the relation S=bc yields 
(12) 
Thus, the only UnknO\\'ll necessary to determine the lift 
coefficient as a function of the angle of attack is the position 
factor Fe. 
From refer nee 8, F is ginn as 
(13) 
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FIGU RE 26.- D efinition s of variables used in equation (13) . 
where the variables are defined in figure 26. 
From the assumptions made previously, y'=O . The single 
horseshoe vortex is considered to operate at the %-chord 
point (which is the center of pressure at high angles for all 
three surfaces tested) and the downwash is summed at the 
%-chord point. The nonlinearity is now introduced by con-
sidering the displacements produced by changing the angle 
of attack. 
Substituting 
, 3c 
x =8 cos a 
y'=O 
, 3c . 
Z =-81n a 
Expressing all measurements in chords and using the fact 
t.hat A=~ gives 
c 
Fe ~8A(3c)02S ~ 2 +(~ . A)2 A 2 [1 +-----;~~(===:)O=;;=: a===:=;;A 2] 
3 - +- 8 sm a + 4 - +-8 4 8 4 
Clearing of fractions gives 
64A cos a 64A ( 3 cos a ) 
Fe 3.J9+16A2+9 sin2 a+16A2 1+ .J9+ 16A2 (15) 
Solving equation (15) and entering the value of Fe for any 
particular case into equation (12) now enables the determi-
nation of the lift coefficient. These expressions are used in 
making the computations, the results of which are shown 
in figure 24. 
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